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Simulating the Trans-Pacific Trade Network
16th to 18th Centuries
Considering a range of computational approaches for modelling maritime trade network, with the ultimate 
goal to explain patterns in archaeological records.

The examination of
-geographical knowledge (as portrayed in maps);
-navigation routes;
-military, navigational, and other technologies,
-medicinal knowledge and products,
-the role of environmental impacts (such as typhoons, ocean 
currents, etc.),
-climate change,
-piracy and human reactions,
-accidental transfer of diseases.



Used algorithm: A* Search Algorithm

A* (pronounced "A-star") is a graph 
traversal and path search algorithm, which is 
often used in many fields of computer 
science due to its completeness, optimality, 
and optimal efficiency

Shortest path calculation



Shortest path calculation



Shortest path calculation

Used algorithm: A* Search Algorithm

A* (pronounced "A-star") is a graph 
traversal and path search algorithm, which is 
often used in many fields of computer 
science due to its completeness, optimality, 
and optimal efficiency



In 1992, a cargo ship 
carrying bath toys got 
caught in a storm. 

Shipping containers 
washed overboard, 
and the waves swept 
28,000 rubber ducks and 
other toys into the North 
Pacific. 
The ducks have since 
washed up all over the 
world

Great ocean currents



Great ocean currents

An ocean current is a 
continuous, directed 
movement of sea water 
generated by a number of 
forces acting upon the water, 
including wind, the Coriolis 
effect, breaking waves, 
cabbeling, and temperature 
and salinity differences. 



The Manila-Acapulco galleon trade

As a result, we need an anisotropic —
i.e. the cost is dependent on the 
direction of travel seafaring model

à Is difficult with raster calculation
à Directed graph network
à Edge-Weighted Graphs

Examples of Trans-Pacific sea routes



Creating a directed, edge-weighted graph



Creating a directed, edge-weighted graph

299.638 edges



+

Calculating least cost path

+



Calculating least cost path

First try:
Weight of edges = distance 
of path 

à Shortest path



Calculating least cost path



VERSUS

Comparing real path with simulated path

Simulated 
path Real path

- a one-time 
event/occurence?
- provisions + water 

supplies?
- exploration?
- fear of piracy?



Some areas are not navigable
or too dangerous, such as the
Paracel Islands (too shallow)

à Increasing the weight factor
of the network

Block area in graph network 



Block area in graph network 

By increasing the weight of the edges,
it is possible to remove an area (possibly temporarily)
from the network in a simple way 



Besides currents there are numerous 
factors that determine the (forced) 
choice of sea routes

Oceanic Rutters are instructions to 
perform regular long-distance sea 
voyages.

As a result, some routes became 
popular, depending on the use of 
some rutters

Some sea routes became popular

Adjust the weight of edges by using Rutters



Extending graph network



Extending graph network

2.307.122 edges



Searching for patterns in simulated sea routes



Conclusion

à

- shortest path calculation with A* algorithm is not usable for simulating the 
Trans-Pacific Trade Network

- In order to simulate the Trans-Pacific Trade Network we need a directed 
edge-weighted graph network 

- By changing the weights of the graph, multiple factors can be taken into account

à


